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problem with guiding using lodestar maximdl - problem with guiding using lodestar maximdl posted in equipment when
initializing on a guide star maximdl will pick a guide star and make an l shape with some red lines and then be ready for
guiding a few days ago though i noticed that maxim didnt even move the mount when it was attempting to make the l shape
i was using main relays a setting in maxim by using a gray colored cable, latest news starlight xpress ltd - about us we
are a leading uk supplier of cost effective cooled ccd cameras and accessories for astronomy and industrial imaging we
hope that you will find a camera to suit your application on the following pages, choosing a ccd camera by ian king ian
king imaging - choosing a ccd camera by ian king modern day ccd camera s used by amateur astronomers are amazingly
powerful and capable devices placed at the prime focus of even very modest small aperture telescopes a good ccd camera
can produce breathtaking colour images that far outstrip anything that can be produced with a similar instrument using film
or that can be seen visually, pixel resolution and field of view calculator starizona - select a ccd camera and telescope
from the menus below the pixel resolution and field of view will be displayed below you may also change the binning to see
the effect this has on pixel resolution, qhy5l ii dslr digital camera astro cloudy nights - qhy5l ii posted in dslr digital
camera astro imaging processing okay i have just had it up to here holds hand about a foot over his head with the orion
starshoot autoguider and windows 8 8 1 and win 10 upgraded from 8 8 1 ill be calling highpoint scientific tomorrow to send it
back im pulling what little of my hair is left out of my head trying to get this to work and it is so, ccd cameras telescopes
and accessories from iankingimaging - practical astronomy show 2019 atik 414ex monochrome or colour ccd camera
starlight xpress trius 825 mono and colour ccd camera starlight xpress lodestar x2 450 00 paramount myt robotic telescope
mount, photographic and ccd accessories astro physics inc - photographic and ccd accessories some of these links will
take you to different pages others will link further down this page guidescope accessories, phd guiding stark labs - phd
guiding phd guiding is designed to be push here dummy simple yet provide powerful intelligent auto guiding of your
telescope for both pcs and macs connect your mount your camera select a star and start guiding that s it despite actually
having a ph d i ve always had a tough time figuring out which way north is in the guide frame whether an axis is mirrored
and if so which, stellarvue 130mm apo sextuplet astrograph svs130 tcf3 - other details stellarvue limited warranty for u s
a and canada end purchasers only stellarvue sv warrants that each sv brand telescope and accessory shall be free from
defects in materials and workmanship for two years from the date of purchase, field of view calculator test different
astronomy tools - help us to grow by adding additional equipment to the database when adding an eyepiece or binocular
please don t include the magnification or aperture details in the model this will get added automatically, list of usb id s by
stephen j gowdy usbdev ru - version 2015 03 27 maintained by stephen j gowdy url for get update http www linux usb org
usb ids html vid pid usb, astro parts outlet used telescopes astronomy mall - astro parts outlet used telescopes buy sell
trade new used telescopes mounts and accessories consignment sales repairs adjustments and cleaning services hours
available by phone 10am to 11pm pst seven days a week
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